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Valency of rare earths in RIn3 and RSn3: Ab initio analysis of electric-field gradients
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In RIn3 and RSn3 the rare earth~R! is trivalent, except for Eu and Yb, which are divalent. This was
experimentally determined in 1977 by perturbed angular correlation measurements of the electric-field gradient
on a 111Cd impurity. At that time, the data were interpreted using a point charge model, which is now known
to be unphysical and unreliable. This makes the valency determination potentially questionable. We revisit
these data, and analyze them usingab initio calculations of the electric-field gradient. From these calculations,
the physical mechanism that is responsible for the influence of the valency on the electric-field gradient is
derived. A generally applicable scheme to interpret electric-field gradients is used, which in a transparent way
correlates the size of the field gradient with chemical properties of the system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.195103 PACS number~s!: 71.20.2b, 71.28.1d, 76.80.1y, 71.27.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many rare earths~R! and group IIIa or IVa elements~X!
form stableRX3 compounds in the AuCu3 structure~Fig. 1!.
They can be considered as anf-element metal homoge
neously diluted in ansp-element metal, and therefore ser
as a good case to study the interaction betweenf and sp
electrons in the regime of largef-electron concentrations. Fo
instance, predictions of the Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuy
Yosida ~RKKY ! model about the appearance of magneti
on the intrinsically magneticR atoms immersed in a matri
of nonmagneticX atoms can be tested.1 Another question
that has attracted much attention is the valency of the
earth elements in these compounds. In pure rare earth m
they are trivalent, except for Eu and Yb, which are divale
In compounds too, most rare earths are trivalent, excep
Sm, Eu, Tm, and Yb, which appear in a divalent as well as
a trivalent configuration. What will be the rare earth’s v
lency in an RX3 compound? Valencies can be inferre
through, e.g., lattice constant measurements:R21 ions are
larger thanR31, leading to a larger lattice constant in th
former case. Whereas this effect is 10% for pure rare ear2

it rapidly reduces whenR is diluted. ForR5(Eu, Yb) in
RSn3 andRIn3, a small increase of less than 2% can be s
when compared to otherRIn3 andRSn3 compounds.3,4 This
was taken as an indication for the divalency of Eu and
also in these particular series of compounds. The tempera
dependence of the susceptibility of Yb in YbIn3 supported
this assignment.5 The question was finally settled whe
Schwartz and Shirley4 in 1977 measured the electric-fie
gradient~EFG; see Sec. II A! at a 111Cd impurity inRIn3 and
RSn3. For R5(Eu, Yb) the electric-field gradient showed
dramatic drop of 50% relative to other rare earths, which
a simple point charge model~see the Appendix! could be
related to a changing valency. The effect was so striking
the Schwartz and Shirley~SS! measurements are consider
as the archetypical example of valency determination
electric-field gradients ever since.6,7

A weak point in the analysis of SS is their reliance on
point charge model. It was the only model for EFG interp
tation at that time, but much more sophisticated interpre
0163-1829/2002/66~19!/195103~10!/$20.00 66 1951
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tion schemes based onab initio methods are available nowa
days ~see, e.g., Refs. 8–13!. It is the goal of this paper to
revisit the SS data using anab initio electronic structure
method. We will examine whether the same conclusion ab
the valencies can be reached, and we will show how this w
of analysis significantly increases insight about the EFG
will be pointed out how this new understanding can be u
to solve questions in related actinide compounds.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

A. The EFG at X in RX3

In this paper, we will deal with the main componentVzz
of the EFG tensor. The electric-field gradient tensor is a sy
metric traceless tensor of rank 2~five independent compo
nents!, formed by the second derivatives of the electric p
tential due to the electrons, evaluated at the nucleus.
physical interpretation of its main componentVzz is that it is
proportional to the deviation from cubic symmetry of th
~valence! electron charge distribution in the near vicini
(<0.2 Å) of a particular nucleusX0, which is either a regu-
lar constituent of the solid or a highly diluted impurit
(Vzz50 means a charge distribution with cubic or high
symmetry!. The value ofVzz is determined by the chemistr
of the first few atoms surroundingX0. The AuCu3 structure

FIG. 1. TheRX3 structure in a less traditional setting withX at
the center of the unit cell, showing the local symmetry of theX site.
Black 5 R, white 5 X.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 2. ~a! ExperimentalVzz on Cd in RIn3 and RSn3 ~Ref. 4!. ~b! Electronic enhancement factork derived from~a!, if ZR
eff53 and

Z(In,Sn)
eff 5(1,2) is used. The value forZR

eff52 is indicated too.~c! ExperimentalVzz on Sn inRSn3 ~Refs. 1, 16–18!. ~d! The electronic
enhancement factork derived from~c!, assumingZR

eff53 andZSn
eff52.
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is shown in Fig. 1, in an unconventional setting with an at
X at the center of the cell. The 12 other atoms in Fig. 1~four
R atoms and eightX atoms! are the 12 nearest neighbors
X. The point symmetry atX is 4/mmm, which is lower than
cubic: Vzz on X will be different from zero. If in the entire
crystal a singleX atom is replaced by some other atomX0,
the point symmetry at thisX0 site will remain 4/mmm. The
value of Vzz will change however: the interactio
(R,X)↔X0 is different from the original interaction
(R,X)↔X, which changes the size~but not the symmetry!
of the charge distribution nearX0. In reality, we will replace
more than one atomX by an impurityX0, but the concentra-
tion of X0 will be low enough to prevent interactions b
tween different impurities. In experimental conditions th
means that one can introduce impuritiesX0 at a ppm concen-
tration intoRX3, measureVzz at X0 ~which will be different
from Vzz at X!, and still learn something that is valid for th
pure RX3 compound. Experimental methods that can de
mineVzz are Mössbauer spectroscopy~MS!, perturbed angu-
lar correlation spectroscopy~PAC!, nuclear quadrupole reso
nance spectroscopy~NQR!, and others.14 Vzz cannot be
measured directly. The quantity that is experimentally acc
sible is theelectric hyperfine splittingDEhf : a splitting in the
electronic and nuclear energy levels that is proportiona
the product ofVzz and the nuclear quadrupole momentQ. If
for the nucleusX0 we knowQ from nuclear physics, then th
condensed matter propertyVzz can be obtained fromDEhf in
the following way:
19510
r-

s-

o

DEhf5 f ~ I !eQVzz, ~1!

with e the electron charge andf (I ) a known function of the
nuclear spin.Q is measured in barns (1 b510228 m2) and
Vzz in V/m2. In this paper allVzz—whether they are calcu
lated or measured—are given in units of 1021 V/m2. They
can be converted to119Sn Mössbauer splittingseQVzz/2
~mm/s! by multiplying with 0.124 914 and in111Cd PAC
frequencieseQVzz/h ~MHz! by multiplying with 20.0693.

B. A point charge model analysis

Using the perturbed angular correlation~PAC! method, SS
in 1977 measuredVzz at a 111Cd impurity (5X0) in as many
RIn3 and RSn3 compounds as they were able to produc4

Their results are shown in Fig. 2~a!. The large drops at Eu
and Yb (EuIn3 could not be produced! are immediately vis-
ible. These results were analyzed using a point charge m
~PCM; see the Appendix for a detailed description!. SS used
a valueQ50.44 b for the111Cd quadrupole moment, which
is very different from the valueQ50.83 b known today.15

This invalidates their original PCM analysis, which wa
based on a fortunate but accidental numerical agreem
with experiment. Using the correct value of the quadrup
moment, their line of thought can be reformulated as follow

If a reasonable choice is made for the effective charg
sayZR

eff53 ~‘‘trivalent’’ ! andZIn
eff51, the electronic enhance
3-2
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VALENCY OF RARE EARTHS INRIn3 AND RSn3: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 195103 ~2002!
ment factork can be extracted from the measuredVzz. This
is shown in Fig. 2~b!, based on the SS data. As the chemi
properties of all lanthanides are quite similar, one does
expectk to vary very much as a function ofR. This is clearly
the case in Fig. 2~b!, except forR5(Eu, Yb). Such a jump
in k is telltale for a sudden change in chemistry, for instan
a change in valency. If one looks to the value ofVzz in Fig.
2~a!, one sees that it drops by a factor of 2 for YbIn3. This is
consistent withZYb

eff52 ~‘‘divalent’’ !, such thatZYb
eff2ZIn

eff

51 is only half as large asZR
eff2ZIn

eff52. Moreover, ifk is
determined usingZYb

eff52, then thisk more or less fits in the
trend of other rare earths@triangle in Fig. 2~b!#, which could
be taken as additional support for divalent Yb. Similark
anomalies and drops inVzz can be seen for Eu and Yb in th
RSn3 series. If an effective chargeZSn

eff52 is used, it can be
understood whyVzz for the RIn3 series is on average twic
as large as that for theRSn3 series:ZR

eff2ZIn
eff52 is twice as

much asZR
eff2ZSn

eff51. Determination ofk with ZEu/Yb
eff 52 is

not possible here, as it leads to a division by 0.

C. Shortcomings of the PCM

The preceding section describes some successes o
PCM to understand the valencies in these compounds. C
ously enough, these successes come together with som
rious failures as well. For instance,Vzz for Cd in EuSn3 and
YbSn3 would be expected to be zero:ZEu

eff2ZSn
eff50. Figure

2~a! shows that this is not the case. Even worse, the P
completely fails when it is used to explain the EFG on Sn
the RSn3 series. MeasuringVzz in such a case can be don
with Mössbauer spectroscopy on119Sn.1,16–18No impurities
are needed here, and one would therefore expect an
better-defined and easier situation for the PCM. In Fig. 2~c!
Vzz on Sn appears to be much larger thanVzz on Cd, which
gives hope to observe a drop of much larger absolute m
nitude. If the trivalent caseZR

eff2ZSn
eff51 corresponds to

about 1831021 V/m2, one would expect that for EuSn3 with
ZEu

eff2ZSn
eff50 Vzz is zero or at least rather small. The data

Fig. 2~c! show that with some optimism a drop can be o
served for both Eu and Yb~it depends on the particular mea
surement, the data of Sanchezet al.18 are best documente
and most systematic!. But it is certainly not a large drop, an
also the enhancement factor in Fig. 2~d! is not too seriously
affected.

It is not clear why the PCM appears to give good insig
about some aspects of the problem, but badly fails for v
related aspects. In such a case, can one trust the ‘‘insi
that the PCM offers there where it works? Or is the agr
ment with experiment just good luck? After all, why shou
the effective charges ZR

eff be identical to the concept of
valency~see Sec. IV C for an exact definition of the latter!?
Schwartz and Shirley wrote: ‘‘We will not attempt a quan
tative interpretation of the value ofVzz, which would require
a rather elaborate calculation of dubious value in light of
present understanding of the contributions to electric-fi
gradients in metals and alloys.’’ This ‘‘present understan
ing’’ has much improved by now, and giving a quantitati
interpretation ofVzz by modernab initio methods is exactly
what we will do in the remainder of this paper.
19510
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D. Questions to answer

In the preceding sections, we sketched several quest
that ourab initio study should answer. They can be summ
rized as follows.~1! Why is Vzz at Cd in RIn3 and RSn3
strongly reduced forR5(Eu, Yb)?~2! Why is this not~or at
least much less! the case forVzz at Sn?~3! Why is Vzz at Cd
in these compounds much smaller thanVzz at Sn, and more
generally, how can we understand the size ofVzz at the
4/mmm site in these compounds?~4! Why is Vzz at Cd in
RSn3 half as large as inRIn3 if RÞ(Eu, Yb)?

In order to tackle these questions, we will use a visuali
tion tool—theanisotropy functionDp(E)—that allows for a
transparent interpretation of the qualitative behavior ofVzz.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Within density functional theory~DFT!, the full-potential
linearized augmented plane wave~FLAPW! method as
implemented in theWIEN code19 was used to solve the Kohn
Sham equations. For all calculations reported here, the g
eralized gradient approximation20 ~GGA! for the exchange-
correlation functional was used. The EFG onX in RX3 was
calculated using the crystallographic unit cell forRX3 as
shown in Fig. 1~contains four atoms!. If an impurity X0 is
introduced, the cell is first doubled in all three directio
such that the new supercell contains 32 atoms. Then the
gin is shifted to anX atom, and theX atom at the new origin
and those at the new corners of the supercube are replace
X0. This supercell has bcc symmetry, and can be represe
by a primitive cell with 16 atoms~1 impurity X0, 4 R, and 11
X atoms!, which is our actual supercell used for the calcu
tions. As we cannot take into account strong correlatio
very accurately~see Sec. IV C!, we will not aim for absolute
accuracy of the calculatedVzz. We therefore adopted an av
erage lattice constant of 4.6418 Å for all compounds~which
deviates at most 0.1 Å from the experimental lattice co
stants! and did not allow for possible relaxation of the pos
tions of atoms surroundingX0. It was checked for one ex
ample~Cd in SmIn3) that a change in the lattice constant
0.1 Å changesVzz on Cd by 10%. Taking into accoun
relaxation of the neighbors of Cd changes the near
neighbor distance by 1% andVzz by 3%. This shows that ou
choice of a constant and unrelaxed lattice yields an accu
on Vzz of 10%, which is sufficient for our purposes. More
over, this approach allows us to attribute all changes inVzz to
the chemistry of the compound and not to the size of the u
cell, which allows for a clearer determination of the phys
at work. For the same reason of not aiming for absol
accuracy, we adopted rather low requirements for comp
tional precision. In the FLAPW procedure wave function
charge density, and potential are expanded in spherical
monics within nonoverlapping atomic spheres of radiusRMT
and in plane waves in the remaining space of the unit c
RMT values of 2.5 bohr were chosen forX in the small unit
cell and for Cd in the supercell.RMT for X in the supercell
and for R in all cases was taken to be 2.65 bohr. The m
mum l for the waves inside the atomic spheres was confi
to l max510. The wave functions in the interstitial region we
3-3
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JALALI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 195103 ~2002!
expanded in plane waves with a cutoff ofkmax58/RMT
min for

the small cell andkmax57/RMT
min for the supercell. The charg

density was Fourier expanded up toGmax514. A mesh of
165 specialk points was taken in the irreducible wedge
the Brillouin zone for the small cell, and 75 for the superce
These relatively low requirements enabled us to calcu
many different cases with nevertheless limited computer
sources. The numerical accuracy onVzz was checked to be
better than 5%, and the Density Of States~which will be
shown in Sec. IV to be the key ingredient of the explanatio!
did not change any more when going to stronger requ
ments.

IV. EFG CALCULATIONS IN RX3

A. Vzz at X in EuX3

As a first step, we want to understand why in t
impurity-free seriesRSn3, Vzz at Sn has the particular valu
of about 1831021 V/m2 @see Fig. 2~c!#. To that end, in Fig. 3
Vzz is calculated atX in EuX3, for X5Rh→Xe ~‘‘regular’’
GGA is used, as opposed to the open core scheme that
be applied in Sec. IV C!. We do not care whether our fixe
lattice constant of 4.6418 Å is the right one for these co
pounds, or even whether these compounds exist at all~prob-
ably most of them will not!. What matters is understandin
the physical mechanism that determines the value ofVzz in
such structures. Figure 3 shows thatVzz is close to zero for
transition metals~Rh to Cd!, steadily increases up to Te an
then suddenly changes to large and negative values for I
Xe. One of the values—Vzz on Sn in EuSn3—can be com-
pared with experiment@from Fig. 2~c!# and agrees with it. In
Sec. II A it was told thatVzz expresses the deviation from
spherical symmetry of the electron density in the immedi
environment ofX. In Ref. 10 an explicit expression of thi
asphericity is given in terms ofp and d orbitals (s orbitals
have intrinsic spherical symmetry!. We will see soon that we
need only thep orbitals here, and for them this expressi
reads

FIG. 3. Solid symbols: calculatedVzz on X and calculatedVzz

on a Cd impurity in a series of mostly hypothetical EuX3 com-
pounds (X5Rh→Xe). Open symbols: experimental values forX
5Sn.
19510
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Here^1/r 3&p is an expectation value for thep orbitals,pz(E)
is the partial density of states (p-DOS) in the muffin-tin
sphere around an atom, andEF is the Fermi energy. The
integral pi

I(E1) counts the number ofpi electrons in a
muffin-tin sphere with an energy less thanE1. In our region
of the periodic table~Rh to Xe! the orbitals being filled are
4d, 5s, and 5p. From these, the spherically symmetric 5s
can be excluded to have a relation withVzz. In the region
where 4d is being filled~Rh to Cd! Vzz hardly changes, and
it changes much more from In to Xe where the 4d occupa-
tion is constant. This makes a significant 4d contribution to
Vzz unlikely. If, howeverDp(EF) for X is plotted against
Vzz, we see an excellent linear correlation withVzz. This
shows that thep anisotropyDp(EF) determinesVzz: if p
electrons accumulate in thexy plane ~where the four Eu
neighbors are!, thenVzz is positive@Eq. ~4!#. If the p charge
piles up preferentially along thez direction,Vzz is negative.
This implies that we can use thep anisotropy to interpretVzz
in terms of the chemical bond, as done for instance in R
21. We will heavily rely on this in the remainder of the pap

We can go one step further in the interpretation if we p
Dp(E), i.e., as a function of the energyE @Fig. 4~c!#. For all
X this gives a fairly similar function: a region of slightl
negative values (pz excess! at low energies, followed by a
region of strongly positive values (pxy excess!, a steep de-
crease to strongly negative values (pz excess! and a rise to
roughly zero~spherical symmetry!. The main feature tha
distinguishes the different elementsX is the position of the
Fermi energyEF , i.e., the filling of thep band. The value
Dp(E5EF) determines the actualp anisotropy for that X,
and hence determinesVzz. From Rh to Xe, the position o
EF gradually moves from left to right through thep aniso-
tropy. For Rh and Pd,EF lies in the slightly negative region
~small and negativeVzz). For Ag to Te it lies in the positive
region, at ever larger values~growing and positiveVzz), and
for I and Xe it went down the steep hill and lies in th
negative region~large and negativeVzz). The heavier theX,
the stronger thep electrons are bound. This leads to a d
creasing width of thep band and hence to larger values of t
anisotropy function. This explains whyVzz can be~but not
must be! larger for the heaviestX.

One can note a similarity between the trend of the squa
in Fig. 3 andVzz on Ag→Xe impurities in hcp Cd.22–24 In
the latter case the environment of the impurity is const
and built from Cd atoms only. In Fig. 3 the symmetry a
distances of the environment are fixed, but theX neighbors
3-4
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FIG. 4. ~a! Partial 5pxy DOS of X in EuX3. ~b! Partial 5pz DOS
of X in EuX3. ~c! 5p anisotropyDp(E) @as in Eq.~4! but as a
function of energy# of X in EuX3. ~For all pictures, the curves ar
vertically displaced for clarity. The leftmost part of each curve sta
at zero on the vertical axis. The vertical axis is calibrated by
double arrow in each picture, which has the indicated length.
Fermi energy is at 0 eV.!
19510
change together with the probe. They still are 5sp elements,
however, just as Cd is. Therefore the explanation given
the trend of impurities in Cd~Ref. 25 and Fig. 2 in Ref. 24!
applies also here, and can be understood as an equiv
formulation of the idea described above and in Fig. 4.

B. Vzz at Cd in EuX3

Working towards our actual problem, we now add Cd
an impurity to the series of~mostly hypothetical! EuX3 com-
pounds. These are supercells with 16 atoms, Cd is at aX
site. In Fig. 3,Vzz on Cd is shown~again using ‘‘regular’’
GGA!. Here too there is one point (EuSn3) that can be com-
pared with experiment, and taking into account the arbitr
lattice constant and the absence of relaxation around the
purity, there is good agreement. The value ofVzz on Cd is
comparable toVzz on X for Rh to Cd and then remains es
sentially constant at low positive values, except for I and
where it is either zero or large and positive. In Fig. 5~c!,
Dp(E) is shown for Cd. For all cases, the shape of t
function is quite similar to the one of Cd in EuCd3. For the
lighter X, Dp(E) is rather broad and displays a maximu
that is near 4 eV forX5Rh and moves closer toEF for
heavier X. From X5Cd onwards, this maximum initially
moves in the opposite direction, and then returns wh
Dp(E) becomes narrower with steeper features. Apart fr
the beginning~Rh and Pd! and the end~I and Xe!, the filling
of the Cdp band is fairly constant.

This behavior can be understood in detail by inspection
the DOS and consideration about the lattice structure
hybridization. We will not present this discussion here, a
would bring us too far from the main topic of the paper. B
it sufficient to mention that changes inDp(EF) and the re-
lated changes inVzz are due to changes in Cdpxy , while Cd
pz remains fairly constant. At first sight this is unexpected,
it is Cd pz that interacts with the variableX, while Cd pxy
interacts with the constant Eu~Fig. 1!. However, for thoseX
where the deviation betweenVzz on Cd and onX is largest,
there are noX pz states available at those energies where
dominant Cdpz weight is. This prevents direct interaction
and allows the indirect influence ofX pxy on Cd
pxy—mediated by Eu—to dominate.

C. The role of f electrons

Although DFT in its local density approximation~LDA !
or GGA formulation provides an accurate description
many materials, it fails in a few situations. One example
when correlation effects become important, as is the cas
lanthanides. Strong on-site Coulomb repulsion splits thef
DOS.26,27 For a rare earth elementR5@Xe#4 f n5s2 with n
nominal f electrons, an integer number of at leastn21 f
electrons are localized at the atomic site and do not par
pate in the bonding. In thef DOS they yield a sharp pea
well below ~15 eV! the Fermi energy@Fig. 6~a!#. If the re-
maining f electron is localized too, only two band electro
~5s2) remain that are chemically active. In this case, the r
earth is said to be divalent. In such cases often an unoccu
f-electron peak is found in the DOS a few eV aboveEF . In
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other cases, however, the remainingf-electron is bandlike
too. It then participates in the bonding, and is seen in
DOS as a sharpf-electron peak that straddles the Fermi e
ergy @Fig. 6~b!#. This singlef electron hybridizes with the

FIG. 5. ~a! Partial 5pxy DOS of Cd in EuX3. ~b! Partial 5pz

DOS of Cd in EuX3. ~c! 5p anisotropyDp(E) @as in Eq.~4! but as
a function of energy# of Cd in EuX3. The inset shows a detail fo
EuSn3. ~For all graphs, the curves are vertically displaced for cl
ity. The leftmost part of each curve starts at zero on the vert
axis. The vertical axis is calibrated by the double arrow in ea
picture, which has the indicated length. The Fermi energy is a
eV.!
19510
e
-

rare earth 5s and 5d states, which therefore acquire somef
character. The filled part of thef-electron peak is left with
less than one electron. Such a situation is labeled as triva
as three electrons are chemically active now. If LDA or GG
are used, the strong correlations between thef electrons are
largely missed: alln f electrons are treated as band electro
and consequently they are all found in a single, unsplit p
at EF .28–30 DFT calculations that go beyond the LDA/GG
level can to some degree improve on the treatment of co
lation: LDA1U,28 self-interaction correction~SIC!,27,30–34

open core calculations,28,29 etc. Strangeet al.31 showed that
with LDA1SIC a divalent or trivalent situation can be im
posed on a rare earth atom in a compound~resulting in the
correct DOS as given in Fig. 6!, and that the lowest tota
energy is found for that valency that appears in nature~see
also Refs. 27, 30, and 32–34!. This proved that the DOS
picture in Fig. 6 derived from experiment is correct, and
will use this picture from now on as the criterion to disti
guish between valencies.

We did not use LDA1SIC or LDA1U, but the less so-
phisticated ‘‘open core’’ scheme. The reason for this sub
timal choice—which was nevertheless sufficient for o
purposes—was our need to calculate simultaneouslyVzz, a
quantity that is not implemented in many DFT codes. At t
time this work was carried out, no code with LDA
1U/LDA1SIC and EFG calculation was available@mean-
while, the new version of theWIEN code—WIEN2k ~Ref.

-
l

h
0

FIG. 6. Schematic picture of the partial DOS of a~a! divalent
and ~b! trivalent lanthanide in a compound, withn nominal
f-electrons per lanthanide atom. The vertical line indicates
Fermi energy.
3-6
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~35!—has LDA1U included#. In an open core calculation
the f-electrons are removed from the valence bands, and
treated as atomic electrons. They cannot hybridize with
other valencespd electrons any more and are perfectly l
calized. Such a situation is similar to the divalent case of F
6~a!, where thef states have no effect on the occupied part
the broad bands below the Fermi energy. A ‘‘regular’’~5 no
open core! LDA/GGA calculation, however, puts allf elec-
trons at the Fermi energy, which is similar to the trivale
situation of Fig. 6~b!. In Table I,Vzz on In or Sn and on Cd
is given in SmSn3, SmIn3 , EuSn3 , EuIn3 , GdSn3, and
GdIn3 for the trivalent and divalent situations obtained w
regular and open core calculations. This is compared w
Vzz on Cd in hypothetical EuCd3. Both for Cd and In or Sn,

TABLE I. Vzz on Cd ~16 atom supercel! and X5(In,Sn) ~no
supercell! in severalRX3 compounds, simulating trivalent and d
valent situations with regular GGA and open core calculations,
spectively.

Vzz
Cd Vzz

Cd Vzz
In/Sn Vzz

In/Sn

trivalent divalent trivalent divalent

SmIn3 4.9 1.1 11.1 7.5
EuIn3 4.7 1.4 10.6 8.4
GdIn3 4.3 1.5 10.0 8.4
SmSn3 4.6 0.8 16.6 13.7
EuSn3 4.1 1.3 16.2 13.6
GdSn3 4.2 1.5 16.1 13.5
EuCd3 3.7 1.8
19510
re
e

.
f
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Vzz is consistently about~2–3!31021 V/m2 lower in the di-
valent case. Using EuCd3 as an example, we now examin
the mechanism of this reduction. Figure 7~a! shows the total
DOS near the Fermi energy for the trivalent and divale
cases. The only difference is the presence of the hugef peak
at the Fermi energy. In order to see how thisf peak influ-
encesVzz on Cd, thepxy DOS of Cd is compared for both
valences in Fig. 7~b!: in the trivalent case, a number of stat
has been moved from the unoccupied region just above
Fermi energy to the occupied region just below it. This in
cates a strongf -p hybridization in thexy plane. Figure 7~c!
shows that for thez direction thef -p hybridization is much
less pronounced. The reason for this difference can be un
stood from Fig. 1: thef-carrying Eu atoms are in the localxy
plane that contains the Cd. The Cdpxy orbitals are pointing
towards Eu, which is not true for Cdpz . An increase of the
number of occupied 5pxy states while the number of occu
pied 5pz states remains constant means that the 5p anisot-
ropy function reaches a higher value at the Fermi ene
@Fig. 7~d!#, which corresponds to an increasedVzz in the
trivalent case.

This mechanism is summarized in Fig. 8: the effect of t
presence of anf peak on thepxy band is that it digs a hole a
energies higher than the energy of thef peak, and makes an
extrapxy peak at the position of thef peak. Depending on the
position of EF , the p anisotropy and thereforeVzz will be
either unchanged (EF5E1), increased (EF5E2) or un-
changed (EF5E3). The increase is of the order of magn
tude of 331021 V/m2. Looking at the criterion for di- or
trivalency in Fig. 6, we see thatEF5E2 corresponds to a

-

FIG. 7. All pictures are for EuCd3. The solid line is for divalent Eu, the gray line for trivalent Eu.~a! Total DOS,~b! Cd 5pxy DOS, ~c!
Cd 5pz DOS, ~d! Cd 5p anisotropy function.
3-7
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trivalent case, whileEF5E1 is the divalent one. This mean
we showed that and understood why the position of thf
peak lowersVzz with about 331021 V/m2 ~order of magni-
tude! if the rare earth changes from a tri- to divalent state

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In Sec. II D, four questions were raised. They have be
explicitly or implicitly answered in Sec. IV. These answe
will be made explicit and summarized now.

Question 1: Why isVzz at Cd inRIn3 andRSn3 strongly
reduced forR5(Eu, Yb)? For trivalent rare earths, hybrid
ization between rare earthf states~in the xy plane and near
EF) and Cdpxy states increases the Cdp anisotropy@excess
of pxy and henceVzz ~Figs. 7 and 8!#. This increasedVzz is
the regular value of (2 –4)31021 V/m2 that is observed in
Fig. 2~a!. For divalent Eu and Yb thef peak shifts a few eV
higher to the unoccupied region. The increase ofVzz is un-
done, and it drops by 331021 V/m2 ~order of magnitude!.

Question 2: Why is this not~or at least much less! the
case forVzz at Sn? The same mechanism as for Cd exists
Sn, leading to the sameabsoluteamount of reduction ofVzz
~Table I!. This absoluteeffect is in contrast to therelative
effect expected from the point charge model. BecauseVzz is
much larger for Sn than for Cd, the effect is relative
smaller and easily obscured by other fluctuations inVzz.

Question 3: Why isVzz at Cd in these compounds muc

FIG. 8. Schematic presentation of the effect of the lanthanidef
peak~arrow! on ~a! the 5pxy and 5pz DOS of the Cd impurity and
~b! the Cd 5p anisotropy function.
19510
n

r

smaller thanVzz at Sn, and more generally, how can w
understand the size ofVzz at the 4/mmmsite in these com-
pounds? The shape of thep anisotropy as a function of the
filling of the 5p band~Fig. 4 and Sec. IV A! is the answer.
The Cdp band is almost not filled, and thep anisotropy is
low in that region. The Snp band is filled with two electrons
and the anisotropy reaches a much higher value.

Question 4: Why isVzz at Cd inRSn3 half as large as in
RIn3 if RÞ(Eu,Yb)? The filling of thep band involves
changes ofVzz in a range of 2531021 V/m2. The difference
between Cd inRSn3 and RIn3 is only 231021 V/m2, less
than one-tenth of this. We saw thatVzz of Cd tends to keep a
similar value throughout theRX3 series, and a difference o
only 231021 V/m2 is ‘‘similar’’ on the scale of thep-band
filling. We must therefore look for quantitative details th
cannot be explained in our present approach, which is me
for discovering mechanisms. As seen in Fig. 3 and Tabl
our calculated values for Cd inRSn3 are very similar to the
values for EuIn3. This can be due to the averaged latti
constant and to the details of thep anisotropy for Cd. We
cannot fully answer our fourth question, and can only co
clude that more realistic modeling is needed here. A sugg
tion for a possible answer can be inferred from Fig. 5~c!
~inset!, where a significant drop in thep anisotropy closely
below the Fermi energy is seen. It would not be surprising
the Fermi energy in an accurate calculation is a little
shifted to fall below this drop, which would considerab
lower Vzz.

These answers were derived from an analysis of the sh
and filling of the anisotropy functionDp(E), which is cal-
culated for the atom/nucleus of interest (111Cd and 119Sn)
and other related atoms in similar and maybe hypothet
compounds. The shape of the anisotropy function is co
lated with the partial DOS of other atoms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We revisited electric-field gradient measurements t
were interpreted by a PCM analysis to be a proof for
divalency of R5(Eu,Yb) in RX3 (X5In, Sn). The PCM
seemed to work well for part of the problem, but not f
other parts. Why? Because the apparently good results o
PCM were just good luck. The PCM predicts a relative dr
of Vzz if the valency changes. We showed it must be
absolute drop. By accident, the order of magnitude of t
absolute drop is similar to the relative drop that the PC
predicts if for the effective chargeZR

eff the valency number is
used ~there is no compelling reason why this should
done!. Our ab initio analysis shows how the drop ofVzz can
be related to a valency using the DOS. This gives insigh
how the chemical bonds in these compounds are respon
for the value ofVzz.

In the past decades, work has been done onVzz in RX3
compounds, whereR is an actinide instead of a rar
earth.36–39The mechanism how to understandVzz as a func-
tion of p-band filling will remain valid for actinides, too
Moreover, for the light actinides up to Np all 5f electrons are
itinerant~bandlike!. No SIC is needed here, since LDA/GG
gives accurate results.32,40With the ideas presented here, on
3-8
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cannot only obtain a deeper insight in the meaning ofVzz for
AuCu3 actinide compounds, but even aim for quantitative
correct calculations. On a more general level, we expect
the method of EFG analysis we presented here can be u
in many more cases where physical information has to
deduced from EFG measurements.
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APPENDIX: THE POINT CHARGE MODEL

Not being able to calculate detailed electron densities~es-
pecially near the nucleus! in the 1970s, the wave function
were neglected. Instead, the charge distribution of the e
trons that is continuous in reality was imagined to be c
centrated as point charges on the nuclei, and each nuc
was attributed some effective chargeZn

eff . The contribution
to Vzz of such a lattice of point charges can be calcula
exactly by a sum over the entire lattice. For the case of
4/mmmposition inRX3, this sum can be shown to converg
to the expression4,41–43

Vzz
lat5

e 8.67~ZR
eff2ZX

eff!

4pe0a0
3

, ~A1!

with a0 the lattice constant. Now the effect of the continuo
wave functions—sensitive to the details of the chemi
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